Healthy Home Cleaning with Lite by Aerus®
Introducing the newest lightweight vacuum from Aerus. At 9
pounds* and packed with power, this snazzy new vacuum is easy
to use and cleans like no other lightweight vacuum. Features
include a 2-speed motor, 35-foot cord, Deluxe Touch handle grip,
rubber wheels, self-sealing HEPA-H12 media bag, durable outer
bag, wood brushroll, and a squeegee for bare floor cleaning.
Lite by Aerus will quickly become your go-to vacuum!
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Lightweight
At 9 pounds* and packed with power, this snazzy
vacuum cleans like no other lightweight vacuum. So
simple to manuever, what you thought was a chore
will be a snap with the Lite by Aerus.

Ease of Use
Rubber wheels and bumper help protect furniture
and baseboards. A headlight and a 35-foot quick
release power cord are also featured to make
cleaning easier.
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A lightweight vacuum with
a heavy-duty motor, the
Lite by Aerus turns heavy
cleaning into light work!
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SPECIFICATIONS
electrical rating

5.5 amp at 120 volts AC, 60 Hz

motor

2-speed 5.5 amp

weight

9 lb without cord

bottom plate

high impact polycarbonate

headlight

yes

brushroll

wood

squeegee

yes, for barefloor cleaning

on/off switch

on handle (aluminum with deluxe touch grip)

cord length

35-foot cord with quick cord release

filter bag

self-sealing HEPA-H12 media

We offer a 5-year limited warranty for the Lite by Aerus® Upright Vacuum.

The First Name in Healthy Homes®

We Offer Lifetime In-Home Service

From 1924 through the turn of the century, we were
Electrolux, the clear leader in home cleaning throughout North
America. Now, we’re Aerus, a new name for a new generation of products and
services designed to help make your home a Healthy Home. All backed by
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performance so legendary, over 99.8% of our customers

630-830-2600

recommend Aerus to their friends and family.
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